
Hingham is a large and most attractive village, 
with several shops, inn, cafe, impressive church and 
many splendid houses, all of a generally Georgian 
ambience. The walk set out below is a modest 
circuit through the surrounding countryside, not 
spectacular but quietly satisfying, using generally 
good footpaths, with just a little mud in places. 
There are very few stiles.

Note: It would be a great help to future walkers if  
you could record any inaccuracies you come across 
during this walk and report them to reception so that 
appropriate amendments can be made. Thank you 
for your help. Happy walking!

Start/car parking - Plenty of roadside spaces around 
the village green, grid reference 023021. Hingham 
is easily reached from HPB, straight through Barnham 
Broom village then turn right along B1108.

Refreshments - Inn and cafe in Hingham
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WALK
Start alongside the main road, heading towards the 
church. Turn right at Bond Street, pass Hingham Methodist 
Church before turning right at Hardingham Street.

1. In 60m turn left into Folly Lane. There is a ‘public 
footpath’ signpost. The broad track soon becomes a 
narrow path crossing wide open areas of farmland. 
Opposite a post with waymark, the path bears right, 
across a cultivated field. Follow the waymarks towards 
the huge outbuildings of Manson Green Farm. After 
the buildings bear a little to the right, there is a 
waymark on a pole. (As you cross the large cultivated 
field undergoing a change of use, about half way to 
Manson Green Farm there is a new “hen house” 100-
150 metres long, you could easily mistake this for the 
“huge out buildings” referred to above).

2. Turn right at a ‘T’ junction of paths (to the left is a 
plank bridge and waymarks). Pass a red and white post 
marking a gas pipeline, go over a waymarked stile with 
plank bridge over a ditch and keep to the left to cross a 
small meadow. Go through a waymarked gate on the 
left then bear right to join a farm track. As the farm track 
ends, go to the right, towards a waymarked farm gate. 
Do not go through, turn left before the gate to head for 
a waymarked stile in a little more than 100m.

3. In 60m after the stile, turn right through a 
waymarked gap in the hedge to follow the path along 
a field edge, bearing left at the bottom of the field. In a 
further 200m go right, through the hedge at a marker 
post, go over a ditch on a plank bridge and cross a huge 
field on a well-used path, heading for Hingham Church. 
At the far side of the field there is a waymark on a post. 
Keep straight ahead here, along the edge of a field, 
there is another waymark in 100m. Keep to the obvious 
track, soon reaching the village school. Pass beside the 
buildings to join a public road.

4. Turn right to walk by the roadside to rejoin the 
outward route by the end of Folly Lane. Turn left 
here to walk along Chapel Street, passing Hingham 
Congregational Church before reaching a pedestrian 
alleyway leading into the area of the village green.
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Disclaimer: This route was correct at time of writing. However, alterations can 
happen if development or boundary changes occur, and there is no guarantee 
of permanent access. These walks have been published for use by site visitors on 
the understanding that neither HPB Management Limited nor any other person 
connected with Holiday Property Bond is responsible for the safety or wellbeing 
of those following the routes as described. It is walkers’ own responsibility to 
be adequately prepared and equipped for the level of walk and the weather 
conditions and to assess the safety and accessibility of the walk.
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